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ABSTRACT

Context. The evolution of the photospheric magnetic field distributions (probability densities) has previously been derived for a
set of active regions. Photospheric field distributions are a consequence of physical processes that are di�cult to determine from
observations alone.
Aims. We analyse simulated magnetograms from numerical simulations, which model the emergence and decay of active regions.
These simulations have di↵erent experimental set-ups and include di↵erent physical processes, allowing us to investigate the relative
importance of convection, magnetic buoyancy, magnetic twist, and braiding for flux emergence.
Methods. We specifically studied the photospheric field distributions (probability densities found with a kernel density estimation
analysis) and compared the results with those found from observations.
Results. Simulations including convection most accurately reproduce the observed evolution of the photospheric field distributions
during active region evolution.
Conclusions. This indicates that convection may play an important role during the decay phase and also during the formation of
active regions, particularly for low flux density values.

Key words. magnetic fields – magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) – Sun: photosphere – sunspots – methods: statistical –
methods: numerical

1. Introduction1

Magnetic flux emergence is an important topic in solar physics,2

both for its fundamental role in the solar cycle, and for its role3

in eruptive events. Consequently, strong e↵orts have been made4

within the solar physics community to improve our understand-5

ing of this topic, both from observational and modelling stand-6

points. Models that are able to reproduce observations can be7

particularly informative.8

There are many di↵erent simulations of flux emergence,9

and they include or omit di↵erent processes. It is currently10

not clear which processes are most important in recreating dif-11

ferent aspects of flux emergence and active region formation.12

The most commonly used models of flux emergence require a13

plane-parallel stratification of the background plasma (e.g. Fan14

2001; Murray et al. 2006; MacTaggart & Hood 2009) and insert15

a magnetic field structure, normally a twisted flux tube, into the16

simulated convection zone. Models of active region formation17

that include convection (Cheung et al. 2010; Rempel & Cheung18

2014) are quite new and have only a fairly shallow convec-19

tion zone. Models with a deeper convection zone (Stein et al.20

2011, 2012), while able to emulate flux emergence, have not21

yet managed to self-consistently reproduce spot formation. The22

recent braid model of Prior & MacTaggart (2016) does not23

include convection, but was inspired by the convective model 24

of Stein et al. (2011, 2012). It inserts a braided field structure, 25

such as those formed by convection, in the simulations. 26

The di↵erent models focus on di↵erent aspects of the emer- 27

gence, with some aiming to reproduce the small-scale structures 28

observed in the photosphere, while others are more concerned 29

with the large-scale structures formed in the corona as a result 30

of the flux emergence. Many di↵erent characteristics could also 31

be used to judge how well the models represent observations of 32

flux emergence. For example, comparisons can be made with re- 33

spect to the evolution of the photospheric magnetic field, in par- 34

ticular, its spatial extent and organisation and its total flux. The 35

amount of twist present in the emerging structure can also be 36

analysed using magnetic tongues (Luoni et al. 2011), and more 37

generally, we can compare maps of injected magnetic helicity 38

(e.g. Démoulin & Pariat 2009, and references therein). Other im- 39

portant characteristics to consider are the formation of realistic 40

sunspots and penumbra (Chen et al. 2017) and the amount of in- 41

teraction with the background coronal magnetic field (e.g. Török 42

2008; Archontis & Török 2008). 43

Dacie et al. (2016) studied the distribution (probability den- 44

sity) of the vertical component of the photospheric magnetic 45

field (or flux density) found in observations of emerging active 46
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Fig. 1. Magnetograms and their distributions (log-log plot) for NOAA
11776 at the start of its emergence (left) and when spots have formed
(right). The distribution of the positive (following) polarity is shown in
red, and the distribution of the negative (leading) polarity is shown in
blue. Dashed lines show the best-fit lines, and the slope values are given
in the legend.

regions and how this distribution evolves over the lifetime of1

the regions. The results of this previous study are described in2

Sect. 2. Here, we aim to use the same analysis on simulated3

magnetograms, analysing the vertical field component and com-4

paring the results with those of Dacie et al. (2016). Thereby, we5

can study which processes involved in active region formation6

produce the observed magnetic field distributions. The di↵er-7

ent simulation set-ups of the analysed models are described in8

Sect. 3. These models allow us to investigate the importance of9

convection for the emergence and dispersion of magnetic flux,10

and we can also study the e↵ects of magnetic twist, braiding,11

and the global curvature of the flux tube on the distribution of12

the emerging fields. Alterations made to the analysis method to13

accomodate the di↵erent model set-ups are described in Sect. 4.14

We present the results of the analysis in Sect. 5 and compare and15

discuss them in Sect. 6, and we summarise the main conclusions16

in Sect. 7.17

2. Previous results18

The method and results described in this section are taken from19

the observational study of Dacie et al. (2016). We calculated20

the magnetic field (flux density) distributions of emerging ac-21

tive regions using the kernel density estimation (KDE) analy-22

sis (Silverman 1986) applied to the radialised component of the23

line-of-sight magnetic field from Helioseismic Magnetic Imager24

(HMI; Scherrer et al. 2012; Schou et al. 2012) observations. The25

distributions were plotted in a log-log plot, and examples are26

shown in Fig. 1 for NOAA 11776 near the beginning of its emer-27

gence (left) and around the time of maximum flux (right). The28

maximum flux was calculated using the radialised field compo-29

nent, and this was done separately for the positive and negative30

field. All the distributions were found to have some common fea-31

tures, namely two turning points (indicated by vertical straight32

lines in Fig. 1) and a section between them that could be well33

approximated by a straight line. The turning points are referred34

to as the first and second knees and occurred at values of ⇠1035

and 1000 Gauss, respectively.36

Fig. 2. Observed evolution of the slopes. The emerging and decaying
phases are distinguished by the function f (F/Fmax) defined by Eq. (1),
where F is the magnetic flux averaged between the two magnetic polar-
ities, and Fmax is its maximum value. The green points show individual
distribution slope values obtained during the evolution of the leading
and following magnetic polarities for 24 active regions. The red line
shows the general trend (second-order polynomial least-squares fitted to
the data points). The grey shaded area gives an indication of the spread
of the data points. This summarises the main results of Dacie et al.
(2016).

The slope of the straight-line section varied, with values in 37

the range [�2.2,�1.5] at the start of the emergence that rose to 38

[�1.7,�1.2], with the peak slope value on average occurring just 39

before the time of maximum flux. The evolution of the slope 40

is shown in Fig. 2, with the evolutionary stage characterised by 41

f (F/Fmax), where F is the magnetic flux and Fmax the maximum 42

flux achieved by the region (as defined in Dacie et al. 2016). 43

f (F/Fmax), which is designed to separate the emergence and de- 44

cay phases as 45

f (F/Fmax) = F/Fmax for t  tmax (1)
= 2 � F/Fmax for t > tmax ,

where t is the time and tmax the time of maximum flux. Figure 2 46

combines data from 24 active regions, with each point indicating 47

the slope value for a single magnetogram, and the general trend 48

shown by the red line. Data from both the leading and following 49

polarities were combined in Fig. 2, as no significant di↵erence in 50

slope values was found between the two polarities for the regions 51

studied in Dacie et al. (2016). 52

Analysis of a few older regions and quiet-Sun regions 53

showed that the slope values continue to decrease after the period 54

shown in Fig. 2 towards the quiet-Sun value of ⇠�3. A simple 55

model of classical di↵usion was found to produce a slope of �1 56

in contradiction to the observations, leading us to conclude that 57

processes other than di↵usion, that is to say, convection, play a 58

key role in active region decay. 59

In the theory section of our previous study, we also consid- 60

ered the distribution formed by magnetic sources placed below 61

the photosphere, which produce similar distributions and slopes 62

regardless of their size and number. This suggests that the topol- 63

ogy of the photospheric magnetic field does not necessarily af- 64

fect the slope, so that bipolar active regions may have the same 65

distributions as more complex regions. 66

3. Numerical simulations 67

Seven numerical simulations were analysed. The first of these, 68

published in Cheung et al. (2010), Rempel & Cheung (2014), 69
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has a convection zone with a depth of 15.5 Mm and includes1

convection by solving the magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and2

radiative transfer equations self-consistently under the assump-3

tion of local thermodynamic equilibrium. The simulation was4

run until a state of statistical equilibrium was reached, and then5

a toroidal flux tube was advected through the base of the com-6

putational domain. The data we studied come from a simulation7

run where the flux tube had no twist and was asymmetric, with a8

torus-aligned flow to represent the influence of angular momen-9

tum conservation as a flux tube rises through the solar convec-10

tion zone (Rempel & Cheung 2014). This is the only simulation11

considered in this study that includes the decay phase, although12

the simulation run ended when the active region still contained13

well-defined negative- and positive-polarity regions.14

The next four simulations we analysed used a hydrostatic15

stratified background plasma, representing the convection zone,16

photosphere, chromosphere, transition region, and corona. Into17

this equilibrium, a twisted flux tube (flux rope) was inserted in18

the convection zone.19

Two of these simulations (Leake et al. 2013) used a flux rope20

with a cylindrical geometry. The first simulation (C1) corre-21

sponds to simulation SD of Leake et al. (2013), with an initial22

flux in the tube of 1.2⇥1019 Mx and twist of 2.3⇥10�6 m�1, and23

the tube was placed at an initial depth of �2 Mm. The second24

simulation (C2) has an initial flux in the tube of 2.2 ⇥ 1020 Mx,25

a twist of 7.8 ⇥ 10�7 m�1 , and an initial depth of �6.1 Mm.26

Total radial pressure balance was assumed. The centre of the27

tube is made buoyant by decreasing the density, while the side28

boundaries are line-tied, so that the ends of the flux tube (un-29

perturbed) remained rooted in the convection zone. The subse-30

quent dynamic evolution produced a rising omega-shaped loop31

that emerged through the surface and produced a sheared bipo-32

lar surface structure. In C1 the corona contains an arcade field,33

whereas in C2, the flux tube emerges into a field-free corona.34

While these simulations did not include the complete interac-35

tion of convection and radiation at the model surface, convective36

flows were induced beneath the surface in the wake of the rising37

flux tube. The induced flows a↵ected the buoyancy of the rising38

tube. Later evolution of this emerging magnetic field produced a39

sheared coronal arcade and a coronal flux rope above the surface.40

The other two simulations with a flux rope have a similar41

set-up, but they used a twisted flux tube with a toroidal geom-42

etry (MacTaggart & Hood 2009; Hood et al. 2012) instead of a43

cylindrical geometry, allowing plasma to drain more e�ciently,44

so that the flux rope reached the corona more easily. In addition,45

the spots reached a maximum separation in this model, which46

is not the case for the model that used a cylindrical flux rope.47

The flux tube in the first of these simulations (T1) had an initial48

twist of q = 0.2/R, and the second flux tube (T2) had a twist of49

q = 0.4/R.50

Finally, we analysed two braid model simulations51

(Prior & MacTaggart 2016), which also used a hydrostatic,52

stratified background plasma, but included a braided rather53

than twisted initial magnetic field configuration. The large-scale54

geometry of this magnetic structure is toroidal. Two cases55

were analysed, one with thick braiding, and the other with fine56

braiding (referred to as the pigtail and B4 braids, respectively,57

in Prior & MacTaggart 2016), which had been found to produce58

very di↵erent magnetic configurations in the corona.59

Although the emerged magnetic field structures produced by60

the di↵erent models have very di↵erent morphologies, that is,61

spatial organisations, this does not necessarily influence the pho-62

tospheric distributions (as shown for other cases in Dacie et al.63

2016). Thus, comparisons between the di↵erent distributions64

should provide additional information compared to analysing the 65

magnetic field spatial organisation during flux emergence. 66

4. Analysis methods 67

We aimed to keep the analysis method as similar as possible 68

to the method used in the observational study, but some ad- 69

justments had to be made to take di↵erences into account that 70

arise from the nature of the simulations. These adjustments are 71

discussed below, but for details of the method as a whole, we 72

refer to Sect. 4 of Dacie et al. (2016). 73

For the simulation of Rempel & Cheung (2014), the resolu- 74

tion is high and the number of pixels large, with a horizontal 75

domain size of 147 ⇥ 74 Mm2 and a flux tube with a major ra- 76

dius of 24 Mm and a minor radius of 8 Mm, which expands to 77

fill the domain during the course of the simulation. The width 78

of the kernel used to make the KDEs was reduced by a factor 79

of five. In addition, the large amount of data meant that our sta- 80

tistical analysis could also be performed after reducing the res- 81

olution. To reduce the resolution, squares of n ⇥ n pixels were 82

replaced by single pixels with the mean value of the square, and 83

the total number of pixels was reduced by a factor n

2. We inves- 84

tigated three lower resolution cases, with n values of 2, 4, and 8. 85

The simulation used periodic boundary conditions on the lateral 86

boundaries, which we thought might a↵ect the distribution near 87

the edges of the computational box, therefore we repeated the 88

analysis without pixels within a distance of 8 Mm (40 pixels) 89

from the edge. Otherwise, no area selection procedure was ap- 90

plied to this region, as the active region filled the domain. 91

For the other sets of simulated data, an area selection proce- 92

dure was applied. This was very similar to the procedure in the 93

observational study (Sect. 3.2 of Dacie et al. 2016); the data were 94

first smoothed (using a Gaussian kernel with a width of 7 pix- 95

els) and only pixels with smoothed values greater than a certain 96

cut-o↵ (20 Gauss) were taken. This region was then enlarged to 97

include the bordering region within a distance of 8 pixels. If nec- 98

essary, another dilation followed by an erosion was applied to fill 99

any holes in the selected area. This defined the region we studied. 100

Unlike in the observational study, where the selection procedure 101

was necessary to remove neighbouring decaying active regions, 102

for the simulated magnetograms this procedure removed a large 103

number of zero-field (very very small, numerical machine pre- 104

cision) pixels that might have influenced the distribution at low 105

B

z

values. In summary, we used the original data of the simula- 106

tion within the defined active region area. 107

The simulation with a cylindrical flux rope (Leake et al. 108

2013) used an irregular grid, and this was taken into account 109

when producing the KDEs, with larger pixels making a corre- 110

spondingly larger contribution to the distribution. The resolution 111

of all the simulated data was higher than data from HMI, but we 112

did not investigate the e↵ects of this for any of the stratified at- 113

mosphere simulations because relatively few pixels make up the 114

small simulated active region. 115

5. Results 116

5.1. Simulation with convection 117

Examples of simulated magnetograms from Rempel & Cheung 118

(2014) and their distributions are shown in Fig. 3. The distribu- 119

tions have a shape similar to the distributions in the observational 120

study, with a roughly straight-line section in the middle and a 121

drop o↵ in probability density values at ⇠1200 Gauss. In the ob- 122

servational study, a distinctive turning point (the first knee) was 123
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Fig. 3. Simulated magnetograms from Rempel & Cheung (2014) and their distributions. The left-hand column shows an example during the
emergence phase, the middle panel shows the same at maximum flux, and the right panel shows this during the decay phase at the end of the
simulation run. The red line shows the distribution of the positive field (the leading polarity), and the blue line shows the negative field (following).
The best-fit lines between 20 and 1000 Gauss are shown as dashed lines, and their slopes are given in the legend.

observa(ons*

decay*emergence*

Fig. 4. Evolution of the slope for the simulated magnetograms of
Rempel & Cheung (2014). The slope values are plotted against the nor-
malised flux, defined in Eq. (1), which characterises the evolutionary
phase. For comparison, the observational trend is shown by the thick
dashed black line, and the approximate range of the observed slope val-
ues is indicated by the grey shaded region.

also observed at ⇠10 Gauss (e.g. Fig. 1). The distributions from1

these simulated magnetograms do show a slightly flatter section2

below ⇠10 Gauss, particularly at early stages of the evolution,3

but this is not as clear as in the observational study. The best-fit4

straight line was calculated between 20 and 1000 Gauss, and the5

evolution of the slope is shown in Fig. 4, with the evolutionary6

stage characterised by f (F/Fmax) as defined in Eq. (1).7

At the start of emergence, the slopes are steep and negative,8

they increase to a maximum value of ⇠�1.1 at the time of max-9

imum flux before decreasing again in the decay phase. This be-10

haviour is qualitatively the same as that found in the observa-11

tional study, but the maximum slope value is slightly greater than12

the observed values, which were in the range [�1.7,�1.2]. Inter-13

estingly, the behaviour of the distributions of the two polarities is14

almost identical in the emergence phase, despite the asymmetry15

applied to the rising flux tube.16

As the resolution of these simulated magnetograms is high 17

and the number of pixels large, we also performed the distribu- 18

tion analysis after reducing the resolution. At half the resolution 19

in both the x and y directions, with pixels of width 384 km, com- 20

parable to data from HMI, the slope values showed a small in- 21

crease (becoming more positive, but generally by less than 0.1). 22

When the resolution was further decreased, the slope values de- 23

creased, but the di↵erence was still small, even for a reduction in 24

linear spatial resolution by a further factor of four. Using a rect- 25

angular box to exclude the region nearest the boundary, which 26

was a↵ected by the periodic boundary conditions, did not greatly 27

a↵ect the distributions either. 28

We suggest that the slightly higher (less steep) values of the 29

slopes associated with this simulation compared to the observa- 30

tions (studied in Dacie et al. 2016) could be related to the size of 31

the emerging active region. The simulated region had a peak flux 32

of 1.8⇥1022 Mx, a factor between 3 and 30 higher than the active 33

regions in the observational study. Analysis of a simulation run 34

with a smaller flux tube and an additional observational study of 35

larger active regions and the dependence of the slope values on 36

the peak flux are required to confirm this. 37

5.2. Simulations with a flux rope 38

Figure 5 shows example magnetograms and their magnetic field 39

distributions from the simulations with a stratified background 40

and a cylindrical flux rope (left) and a toroidal flux rope (right). 41

Both of these simulations are symmetric, therefore the distri- 42

butions were identical for the positive and negative spots. The 43

distributions found for the two di↵erent simulation set-ups are 44

similar, with a section that runs almost along a straight line be- 45

tween ⇠80 and ⇠700 Gauss and a steep drop-o↵ after this. The 46

straight-line section covers a smaller range than in observed ac- 47

tive regions, where it is typically between ⇠10 and ⇠1000 Gauss. 48

At lower magnetic flux values the distributions have an irregular 49

shape, whose features vary between simulation runs and time 50

steps. 51
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Fig. 5. Magnetograms from simulations using a cylindrical flux rope
(left, case C1 Leake et al. 2013) and a toroidal flux rope (right, case T1
MacTaggart & Hood 2009; Hood et al. 2012) and their corresponding
distributions. These snapshots were taken near the end of their emer-
gence phases, and the magnetograms show a close-up view of the
emerging regions. The yellow contours outline the area taken for the
distribution analysis.

Fig. 6. Evolution of the slope for the magnetograms from the simula-
tions with a flux rope. C1 is the cylindrical case shown in Fig. 5, and
C2 is the case with higher flux. T1 is the toroidal case shown in Fig. 5,
with initial twist q = 0.2/R, and T2 is the case with stronger twist,
q = 0.4/R, where R is the radius of the flux rope. The slope values
are plotted against the normalised flux, defined in Eq. (1), which char-
acterises the evolutionary phase. These simulations do not include the
decay phase. The early emergence is not shown, as the distributions had
no clear straight-line section at these times. For comparison, the obser-
vational trend is shown by the dashed black line, and the approximate
range of observed slope values is indicated by the grey shaded region.

Best-fit lines were fitted between bounds k1 and k2, where1

k1 is defined as the flux density value >80 Gauss with the highest2

probability density and k2 as the first flux density value moving3

along the KDE from right to left with a slope value >�2. These4

values were selected to define the largest approximately straight5

part of the distribution (in a log-log plot). The evolution of the6

slopes with time was similar to the observations, starting at steep7

negative values and increasing over the course of the emergence.8

However, the first few time steps had unrealistic slope values9

Fig. 7. Simulated magnetograms and their distributions from the thick
braid (pigtail) model of Prior & MacTaggart (2016). The two time steps
are near the beginning (left) and towards the end (right) of the emer-
gence, and the magnetograms show a close-up view of the emerging
region. The red line shows the positive-field distribution, and the blue
line shows the negative-field distribution. Slope values are indicated in
the legend for the latter time step.

that did not necessarily fit this pattern, as the distributions had 10

at best very short straight-line sections at these early times. One 11

possible reason for the discrepancy between these simulations 12

and observations at the first few time steps might be the require- 13

ments for flux emergence in the simulations, which rely purely 14

on magnetic buoyancy for emergence. Another possible expla- 15

nation is the influence of the strong azimuthal component of the 16

simulated flux ropes, whose role for the vertical field through the 17

photosphere decreases as emergence progresses. 18

When we plot the slope value against the normalised flux 19

defined in Eq. (1) (Fig. 6), the increase in slope value appears 20

suddenly and close to the maximum flux ( f (F/Fmax) = 0.8�0.9). 21

The reason might be that the azimuthal component of the flux 22

rope contributes significantly to the total flux before the region 23

is fully emerged. 24

Similarly shaped distributions were found from other simula- 25

tion runs with di↵erent parameters. The slopes of these distribu- 26

tions also followed a similar evolutionary trend, but at di↵erent 27

slope values. We studied another run using the cylindrical flux 28

rope set-up with a flux rope with a stronger magnetic field (C2 29

shown in Fig. 6) and another run from the toroidal flux rope set- 30

up with a more strongly twisted flux rope (T2). The field strength 31

and the twist both influenced the slope values, but changes in 32

these parameters did not appear to produce distribution shapes 33

closer to the observed shape (Fig. 1) at low flux values. 34

5.3. Simulations with braided fields 35

The thick and the thin braid models (referred to as the pigtail 36

and the B4 braids, respectively, in Prior & MacTaggart 2016) 37

have very di↵erent magnetograms. The thick braid produces a 38

swirling pattern of positive and negative flux without strong 39

spots (Fig. 7), whereas the thin braid produces two strong po- 40

larities (Fig. 8) that resemble the flux rope models discussed in 41

Sect. 5.2 more strongly. The probability density distributions are 42

also di↵erent for the two cases. 43
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Fig. 8. Simulated magnetograms and their distributions from the thin braid (B4) model of Prior & MacTaggart (2016). The three time steps are at
the beginning (left), during the middle (middle), and towards the end (right) of the emergence, and the magnetograms show a close-up view of the
emerging region. The red line shows the positive-field distribution, and the blue line shows the negative-field distribution. Dashed lines show the
best-fit lines, and their slope values are indicated in the legend.

Figure 7 shows simulated magnetograms and their distribu-1

tions at two time steps of the thick braid model. At early times,2

the distribution appears irregular, with no clear straight-line sec-3

tion. A drop-o↵ in values occurs at ⇠500 and 900 Gauss for the4

positive and negative polarities, respectively. At later stages of5

the emergence, the shape of the distribution develops features6

similar to those in observations, with a first turning point at7

⇠80 Gauss, a straight-line section up to a few hundred Gauss,8

and then a second knee (the drop-o↵). The straight-line section,9

calculated between the bounds defined in Sect. 5.2, is steep with10

a slope of ⇠�2.6, which may be due to the first knee being at a11

high B

z

value (⇠80 Gauss) and the second knee at a relatively12

low value (⇠400 and 600 Gauss for the positive and negative po-13

larities, respectively). The slopes are steeper than those observed14

during the emergence phase, and that the second knee shifts to15

lower B

z

values contradicts observations of active region forma-16

tion, where coalescence of small magnetic loops creates strong17

spots that push the second knee to higher B

z

values.18

Unlike the thick braid model, the thin braid does produce19

strong spots, and the results from this model are shown in Fig. 8.20

The distributions show a section that approximates a straight line21

and a drop-o↵ at ⇠1500 Gauss, similar to the observed distribu-22

tions (Fig. 1), except with a higher drop-o↵ value. At later times23

(middle and right columns of Fig. 8), a distinct turning point can24

be seen at the low-B
z

end of the straight-line portion. This is also25

in agreement with the observations, although this first knee oc-26

curs at ⇠40 Gauss in this simulation run and ⇠10 in the observed27

distributions. A best-fit straight line was calculated between k128

and k2, with k2 defined as in Sect. 5.2 and k1 defined as the29

flux density value >30 Gauss with the highest probability den-30

sity. The evolution of the slope, shown in Fig. 9, was opposite31

to the observed evolution, with the slope steepening (becoming32

more negative) during the course of the emergence phase.33

observa(ons*

Fig. 9. Evolution of the slope for the magnetograms from the braid
model simulations of Prior & MacTaggart (2016). The slope values are
plotted against the normalised flux, defined in Eq. (1), which charac-
terises the evolutionary phase. These simulations are not symmetric,
and the positive (+) and negative (–) distribution slopes are plotted sep-
arately for the thick and thin braid models. The observational trend is
shown by the dashed black line, and the approximate range of observed
slope values is indicated by the grey shaded region.

6. Discussion 34

None of the simulations studied here perfectly recreated the 35

magnetic field distributions of active regions on the Sun, but all 36

of them have some similarities to observations. The convective 37

model of Rempel & Cheung (2014) produces distributions with 38

a shape and evolution very similar to the observations. The first 39

knee, at low field strength, is not as clear as in the observations, 40

particularly at later times in the evolution, but the distinctness of 41

the first knee in the observations may be a result of uncertainties 42
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related to the magnetic field measurements. The evolution of the1

slope is very similar to the observations, with a slight di↵er-2

ence: the peak value of the slope for the observed regions oc-3

curred just before the maximum flux, slightly earlier than the4

peak for this simulated region (compare Figs. 2 and 4).5

In addition, it would be interesting to let the simulation run6

for a longer time to see whether the slopes from the simulated7

data continue to decrease as the active region continues to decay.8

Towards the end of the simulation run we studied, the slope for9

the positive-field distribution shows an increase, which contra-10

dicts the expected behaviour, but a longer simulation run may11

show that this is only temporary. The slope values themselves12

di↵er from the observed values, reaching a peak value of ⇠�1.1,13

compared to a value in the range [�1.7,�1.2] for the observed14

regions (Fig. 2). We suggest that the di↵erence in slopes may be15

due to the size of the region, with the simulated region having a16

maximum flux ⇠10 times that of the active regions analysed by17

Dacie et al. (2016), or alternatively, it may be inherently related18

to the simulation set-up.19

Slope values in agreement with the observations were found20

for the flux rope models (Fig. 6), but the distributions produced21

by these simulations are only a good representation of the ob-22

served distributions at medium to high B

z

values (>80 Gauss,23

Fig. 5). The thick braid model of Prior & MacTaggart (2016)24

also produced distributions with a straight-line section starting at25

⇠80 Gauss (Fig. 7), but in this case, the slope was much steeper26

than observed (Fig. 9). Neither the flux rope models nor the thick27

braid model accurately captured the distribution at low B

z

values28

(up to ⇠80 Gauss) or at early times in the emergence.29

The thin braid model (Prior & MacTaggart 2016) was found30

to better reproduce the observed distributions than the thick31

braid model, with a clear straight-line section between ⇠40 and32

1500 Gauss (Fig. 8). Compared to the other stratified background33

simulations, this is closer to the straight-line section of the ob-34

servational data, which was found between ⇠10 and 1000 Gauss35

(Dacie et al. 2016), but still not as good as the fit for the sim-36

ulated magnetograms from Rempel & Cheung (2014; Fig. 3).37

The evolution of the slopes for the thin braid model contradicts38

the observed evolution (Fig. 9). The initially flat slope illustrates39

the formation of strong polarities much too early in the process,40

without the coalescence of small flux concentrations.41

We expect that the main di↵erences in distribution shape42

and evolution between the simulations arise as a result of the43

di↵erent simulation set-ups. The di↵erences found in the po-44

sition of the first knee are not, as one might expect, related45

to the spatial resolution of the simulations. All the simula-46

tions had comparable resolutions, but di↵erent turning-point val-47

ues. Moreover, when we analysed the Rempel & Cheung (2014)48

simulations also at lower resolutions, we did not find a great49

change in the range of the straight-line section of the distri-50

butions. The first turning point may be related to the neces-51

sary field strength and the plasma beta required for the field52

to break through to the surface. Here the convection simula-53

tion (Rempel & Cheung 2014) and the non-convecting simula-54

tions (Leake et al. 2013; MacTaggart & Hood 2009; Hood et al.55

2012; Prior & MacTaggart 2016) may di↵er, as the field emerges56

through a combination of convection and buoyancy in the for-57

mer, but mainly via the magnetic buoyancy instability in the58

latter cases. This could explain why the first turning point in59

the convection simulation occurs at a much lower B

z

value60

(⇠10 Gauss), which provides a better representation of the61

observations for low B

z

than in the non-convecting simulations62

(where the first turning point occurs at ⇠80 Gauss for the flux63

rope and thick braid models and at ⇠40 Gauss for the thin braid 64

model). 65

It would also be important to have an explanation as to why 66

the slopes of the distributions take the values they do. For the 67

simulations with a flux tube (both the convective and stratified 68

atmosphere simulations Rempel & Cheung 2014; Leake et al. 69

2013; MacTaggart & Hood 2009; Hood et al. 2012), the initial 70

flux tube has a cross section with a Gaussian profile of the axial 71

field strength, which would produce a distribution with a slope 72

of �1 (Sect. 2.2 of Dacie et al. 2016). Is the initial profile im- 73

portant in producing the photospheric distributions, and how is 74

it transformed during the rise and emergence phases? 75

During the rise phase, the flux tube expands, but becomes 76

squashed and concentrated as it arrives just below the photo- 77

sphere. The e↵ects of these processes could be investigated by 78

analysing the flux tube cross-section at di↵erent times during its 79

rise for the non-convecting flux tube simulations (Leake et al. 80

2013; MacTaggart & Hood 2009; Hood et al. 2012). 81

The field distribution is further transformed during the emer- 82

gence phase, with the horizontal field beneath the photosphere 83

being converted into the vertical field crossing it. The mag- 84

netic buoyancy instability is responsible for the emergence in 85

the non-convecting simulations, and in the flux rope simulation 86

runs studied here, low wavenumber modes dominate, causing the 87

emergence of one or two magnetic bubbles into the atmosphere. 88

Other non-convecting simulation runs with a lower twist of the 89

initial flux tube show a greater expansion of the tube during the 90

pre-emergence stage, resulting in higher wavenumber modes of 91

the buoyancy instability and a multipolar (more sea-serpent like) 92

emergence (e.g. Hood et al. 2012). The tension associated with 93

the azimuthal field plays a key role in maintaining the flux tube’s 94

coherence, which influences which modes are allowed. It is still 95

unclear whether serpentine emergence is due to the e↵ect of ver- 96

tical flows associated with convection, or due to modes of insta- 97

bility of the sub-surface flux. While previous modelling studies 98

(Hood et al. 2012) have shown that serpentine emergence can be 99

created without convection, granular scale convection increases 100

its presence. We expect that these processes during emergence 101

are important in shaping the distribution, and more so than the 102

initial magnetic field configuration. An indication of this is given 103

by the di↵erent results of the simulations studied here, which use 104

similar initial axial field profiles. Despite this, it is still not clear 105

how boundary and initial conditions a↵ect the photospheric field 106

distributions, and additional studies using many more simulation 107

runs are required to help determine their e↵ects. For example, to 108

investigate whether the initial configuration is important for the 109

distributions, an additional analysis could be made using simu- 110

lation runs with di↵erent initial magnetic field configurations of 111

the flux tube. 112

The twist of the flux tube is expected to influence the distri- 113

bution, not only through its importance for the mode of the mag- 114

netic buoyancy instability and the emergence, but also because 115

of the relative contributions of the azimuthal and axial flux to the 116

magnetogram. A large portion of the emerged flux comes from 117

the azimuthal component of the twisted flux tube during the early 118

stages of the emergence. Changing the twist of the flux rope in 119

the toroidal flux rope model caused a significant change in the 120

slope values, as did a change in the maximum flux in the cylin- 121

drical model (Fig. 6). We expect these and other factors to have a 122

strong influence both in these simulations and in others, and fur- 123

ther studies are required to investigate the e↵ects of these param- 124

eters. In particular, it would be interesting to analyse a simulation 125

run using the Rempel & Cheung (2014) convective model and a 126
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flux tube of lower maximum flux to see whether this brings the1

slope values closer to the observed values.2

7. Conclusions3

Overall, the simulation of Rempel & Cheung (2014) produced4

the best representation of observations of active region forma-5

tion in terms of the magnetic field distribution shape, particularly6

at low flux density values and at the start of the emergence pro-7

cesses. This suggests that convective processes play an impor-8

tant role during the emergence phase of active region evolution9

and especially in areas of relatively low magnetic field strength.10

This simulation also mostly reproduced the observed decrease11

in slope values during the decay phase, therefore we conclude12

that convection provides a better explanation for active region13

dispersion than classical di↵usion.14

Field distributions in good agreement with observations were15

also found for the non-convective simulations for flux val-16

ues >80 Gauss for the middle to later parts of the emergence17

phase. In this range, buoyancy-driven emergence appears to18

be just as e↵ective at reproducing the observed magnetic field19

distributions.20

Many additional studies might be performed to further inves-21

tigate how the di↵erent processes a↵ect the distributions (e.g.22

studying the distribution at di↵erent depths in the convection23

zone) and how certain parameters, such as twist, influence the24

distributions. Furthermore, it would be interesting to perform the25

same analysis on simulations of magnetic flux emergence with a26

deeper convection zone, which may be considered more realistic.27
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